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Steel ball yba item

In: Objects, the source of the corpse part view of Saint's Comments Share parts of the Saint's corpse (abbreviated as Part Corpse or CP from the Players' Base) is a rare item in Your Bizarre Adventure. There are only four different types of corpse parts in the game at the moment, the ones that are the rib cage, pelvis, left arm and heart.
The Holy Saint's Corpse is the main driving graph of Part 7 of JoJo's Bizarre Adventure on which the Steel Ball Run game mode is based. You can get a corpse part from Competitive Running of the Steel Ball. You need Worthiness V to get any of the Stands granted by the corpse parts. Ribcage and Arm are droppable, however the Pelvis
and Heart are hydropable. Note: You must be at least Prestige 1 to use parts of the corpse excluding the rib cage. Thoracic cage of the saint's corpse The rib cage of the saint's corpse has a 1% chance of laying eggs every minute (generation guaranteed every 100 minutes or 1 hour and 40 minutes) on public servers and every 4 minutes
(generation guaranteed every 400 minutes or 6 hours and 40 minutes) on a private server. He also has guaranteed spawning, every time Jesus is spawned. It can also be obtained via The Arcade and Steel Ball Run Using the rib cage will give you Scary Monsters, D4C, The World AU or Tusk with a 1/4 chance for one of them. This item
can be released. If you have to use the rib cage without Worthiness V, you will turn into stone and reset without any assigned support. The heart of the saint's corpse The heart of the saint's corpse is an object that can only be won by the Competitive Race of the Steel Ball, or rolling it in The Arcade, making it an extremely rare and
precious object. At this point, the sole purpose of the corpse part of the heart is to evolve Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap into D4C : Love Train. This item cannot be deleted. Left arm of the saint's corpse The left arm of the saint's corpse is obtained by winning the competitive steel ball race with a 1/4 chance to be obtained together with the
Heart and Basin of the Corpse of the Saint or rolling it in The Arcade. Turn Tusk Act 1 into Tusk Act 2. This item can be released. Basin of the Corpse of the Saint The Basin of the Corpse of the Saint is obtained by winning the Competitive Race of the Ball of Steel with a 1/4 chance to be obtained together with the Heart of the Corpse of
the Saint and the Left Arm of the Corpse of saints or by rolling it in the Arcade. Turn Tusk Act 3 into Tusk Act 4. This cannot be dropped Gallery Rib Cage of The Saint's Corpse generated on the groundThe original model for the rib cage of the corpse of the saintCove of the left column of the corpse of the saintHeart of the Saint's Corpsea
pelvis in a message from the playersPelvis of the corpse of the Heart of the saint's corpse held by a playerAdd a photo to this Gallery Objects Contents of the saint's corpse community is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise indicated. The seventh story in the Japanese manga series JoJo's Bizarre Adventure, written and illustrated
by Hirohiko Araki Steel Ball RunCover of the weekly issue of Shōnen Jump Jump Ball Run debuted, with Gyro Zeppeli holding the steel ball he uses in his Spin-in-The-Box technique (Sutīru Bōru Ran) MangaWritten byHirohiko ArakiPublished by ShueishaImprintJump ComicsMagazineWeekly Shōnen Jump (January 19 -October 16,
2004)Ultra Jump(March 19, 2005 – April 19, 2011)DemographicShōnen, seinenOriginal run19 January 2004 – April 19, 2011Volumes24 (Volume List) Anime and manga portal Steel Ball Run (Japanese) Hepburn: Sutīru Bōru Ran is the reboot and seventh story in the Japanese manga series JoJo's Bizarre Adventure, written and
illustrated by Hirohiko Araki. Set in 1890, it stars Gyro Zeppeli, a disgraced former executioner, and Johnny Joestar, a former star jockey who was shot and lost the use of his legs, as well as his fame and fortune. They, along with others, compete in the titular continental race for $50 million, but the race has an agenda hidden behind it.
Originally the first 23 chapters (4 volumes) were serialized in Weekly Shōnen Jump in 2004 simply under the title Steel Ball Run. Although the character's names are obviously related to the series, it was unclear whether the story was part of JoJo's Bizarre Adventure. However, when the series moved to Ultra Jump in 2005, it was officially
announced as part 7 of JoJo's Bizarre Adventure, but in an alternate universe, such as the following and current arc, JoJolion. The 95 chapters were combined into 24 tankōbon volumes (volumes 81-104 of the entire series), following the trend set by the previous part, Stone Ocean, to start over the number of volumes. A couple of
chapters have been adapted into a Vomic series, which has voice actors acting on manga pages as they are shown on screen. Plot The series is set in the 1890s in an alternate reality of all previous parts of JoJo's Bizarre Adventure,[a] where racing jockeys around the world flock to the United States to take part in the bottom horse race
from San Diego to New York City with a prize of fifty million dollars. Johnny Joestar, a former jockey who fell from glory after a shooter paralyzed him from the waist down, enters the race after meeting the mysterious Gyro Zeppeli to learn the secrets of the Spin technique of the man who temporarily restored his mobility. As they begin as
rivals, Johnny and Gyro become friends as they travel through the desert while repelling violent competitors. As Gyro begins to teach Johnny the secrets of spin, his background is explored through flashbacks. He is a former executioner from Naples who is competing in the Steel Ball Run not for his own gain, but to get the favor of the
Neapolitan royal family and thus prevent the unjust execution of a boy, Marco, who has been falsely accused of treason. The two continue their progression through the race, while attacked by various murderers, terrorists and outlaws. Although the Steel Ball Run is organized by eccentric oil tycoon Stephen Steel, Steel, it is revealed that
the breed is supported by the U.S. government. Steel is not aware of us President Funny Valentine's real agenda: the race is a means for Valentine to collect the scattered pieces of a two thousand-year-old corpse known as the Corpse of the Saint (implied to be the body of Jesus Christ, brought to America by Joseph of Aristenea) so that
he can use the reassembled body to gain incredible power. Stephen's wife, Lucy, discovers this plot and discovers that Valentine already owns a part of the Corpse, the heart. After Johnny and Gyro encounter another piece of the Saint's Corpse, he is absorbed into Johnny's body and develops the Tusk Stand, allowing him to fend off one
of the Valentine's Day servants. Later, they meet the mysterious pilot Diego Brando (a counterpart to the character Dio Brando, one of the main antagonists in the previous episodes of the series), who gets one of the corpses' two eyes, while Gyro gets the other. Lucy intercepts a message from Valentine about the Corpse's parts, making
her a target for her men. He was able to escape from him and with the help of Johnny and Gyro found one of the parts. With the information provided by Lucy, Johnny and Gyro decide to look for the next three parts of the Corpse as they send Lucy, with the advantage of Gyro's Corpse's eye, to take the Heart from Valentine himself.
Meanwhile, Diego makes a deal with Valentine to help him confront the traitor (who Valentine doesn't know to be Lucy). Teaming up with another pilot, Diego attacks Johnny and Gyro. Gyro teaches Johnny how to use the Gold Report found in nature to amplify the power of spin, which evolves his Stand and allows him to defeat the other
pilot with this technique, but Diego escapes and all but one of the parts of the Corpse are stolen by another pilot, Hot Pants. Johnny and Gyro are then forced to face a Stand based on Aesopus ' fairy tale Of The Honest Woodman, which grants them considerable luck along with another part of the Corpse, but forces them to get rid of both
before dawn, otherwise they will be trapped inside an ancient tree forever and become the new users of the Stand, making the same deal with passers-by. The duo spends the money assuming a mercenary force to fend off Valentine's Day henchmen, but Gyro is almost lost forever until Johnny swaps the corpse's parts for the last survivor
of Valentine's Day forces, saving Gyro's life but leaving them with nothing. Lucy uses Hot Pants' Stand to disguise herself as Valentine's wife, Scarlet, while Hot Pants steals several parts of the Corpse from Valentine, including the Heart. Johnny and Gyro are taken to a landfill by Hot Pants, only for all three to be nearly defeated by one of
the Valentine's Day men, who takes all the parts they've collected. With the help of a of the Saint, Johnny's Stand developed new powers in combination with spin. Before he can win the battle, however, Valentine arrives and kills his servant, then leaves along with all parts of the Corpse except for the unsead head discovered eyes
possessed by Diego and Lucy. Upon her return to Independence Hall in Philadelphia, Valentine discovers Lucy's disguise and takes her prisoner after fusing herself with the Corpse and apparently becomes pregnant with the Corpse's head. Lucy escapes from captivity, only to be lured into the clutches of Valentine's Day once again. Diego
and Hot Pants team up against Valentine, chasing him and Lucy to a construction site while being followed by Johnny and Gyro. Diego and Hot Pants fight Valentine on the moving train, but his Stand D4C (Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap) allows multiple universes to exist at the same time. Valentine's ability turns out to be too dangerous as
Diego is lured to death after Valentine pulls him under the moving train, dividing him. Hot Pants is killed when spacetime distortions converge multiple solid objects with her heart, instantly killing her. Lucy begins to transform into a being similar to the Corpse of the Saint. This grants Valentine additional powers in the form of a D4C ability
called the Love Train, a dimensional wall of light that redirects any damage away from Valentine and randomly redistributes it as bad luck around the world. Johnny and Gyro arrive and attempt to fight the seemingly invulnerable Valentine. Johnny is momentarily incapacitated as Gyro and Valentine fight towards the Atlantic Ocean, with
Gyro unlocking his Ball Breaker stand using Golden Spin and Steel Balls. Gyro is able to convey to Johnny a cryptic suggestion about The Golden Spin, a form of spin that uses gravity. Although Ball Breaker is able to pass through Love Train and greatly damage Valentine, he unexpectedly survives Ball Breakers' second attack, however,
and kills Gyro after several injuries travel to his heart. At the last possible second, Johnny understands Gyros' suggestion and is able to get the Golden Spin with Tusk, unlocking ACT 4, which allows Johnny to mark objects or beings with infinite rotation. Valentine is horrified that tusk act 4's attack is capable of violating its dimensional wall
and marking D4C with infinite rotation. Pursued by an infinite rotation regardless of the size in which he travels, Valentine is forced to surrender and attempts to make a deal with Johnny, offering to resurrect Gyro by finding his own version in another universe in exchange for the Corpse. Johnny almost agreed, but realized that this was a
trick after noticing Valentine holding a gun taken from another universe, with which he intended to kill Johnny if he let the guard down. Johnny kills Valentine in a fierce stalemate, but realizes that someone else has taken the Corpse, now separated from Lucy. Chasing this unknown enemy in the final phase of the Steel Ball Run, He was
shocked to discover that it is an alternate version of Diego Brando, taken from a universe other than Valentine and entrusted to the Corpse. Unlike the previous Diego, this owns God Brando's time-stopping stand, THE WORLD. A flashback flashback that Valentine educated substitute Diego about the dangers of Tusk ACT 4 and begins a
battle on the streets of New York. The new Diego is able to stop time for Johnny using THE WORLD, however, Tusk ACT 4 proves to be able to slightly mitigate the time stopped by the use of gravity. Diego eventually outsmarts Johnny arming Tusk ACT 4's Golden Spin against it. THE WORLD is attacked by ACT 4, but Diego uses his
support to tash the leg that has been attacked by the endless rotation and redirects it to Johnny. Overwhelmed by his ability to stand, Johnny begins to die. Diego then wins the race in first place. He takes the Corpse to trinity church, where Valentine intended to lock him up at once so that his powers would protect America forever. At the
last moment, Lucy arrives with the severed head of the previous Diego. Terrified, Diego stops time with THE WORLD, but fails to crawl up the stairs with his leg missing and accidentally comes into contact with the head of the root world Diego. Because parallel instances of the same person cannot make contact without destroying each
other, Alternate Diego merges with Diego's original head, immediately killing him and his Stand. With Diego missing, the first place is assigned to the carefree Pocoloco, who had slept until the beginning of the race and reached only by pure luck. Stephen Steel arrives to save Johnny, who is able to reverse his lap with his Stand after being
assisted on a horse. Valentine's Day's death is covered as a retreat from public life, with race concerns placated by the donation of the prize money to charitable causes. Johnny, having regained his ability to walk through the power of his Stand and the Spin, leaves America to return Gyro's body to his family. On the boat he meets
Japanese pilot Norisuke Higashikata, whose daughter Rina is later married, leading to Part 8 events, JoJolion. Characters See also: List of characters from JoJo's Bizarre Adventure § Part 7: Steel Ball Run Johnny Joestar is a former Kentucky knight, paralyzed from the waist down. Take part in the Steel Ball Run to follow Gyro Zeppeli
and learn to use his Spin technique, to be able to stand again, but for the most part, use his Slow Dancer horse instead of his legs. He uses the Tusk Stand,[c] which allows him to shoot his nails like bullets. Tusk later evolves into several ATTs with different capabilities, similar to Koichi Hirose's echoes stand. Gyro Zeppeli is a magistrate
and executioner who has fallen out of favor with the Kingdom of Naples, who participates in the Steel Ball Run to free a boy he believes has been wrongly imprisoned. He is a master of a mystical art called Spin, which is channeled through the steel balls it throws, with both combative effects Doctors. Gyro has acute knowledge of the
human body, which he demonstrates during some encounters and is expert in surgical skills. Gyro eventually unlocks his Ball Breaker during the final battle. Ball Breaker induces senescence in his goals. Lucy Steel is a fourteen-year-old girl trying to help Johnny and Gyro, and is the wife of Steel Ball Run promoter Stephen Steel. She
uses the Ticket to Ride Stand, which allows her to redirect bad luck every time her tears cut someone, which eventually paved the way for D4C's evolved form, Love Train. Funny Valentine is the 23rd President of the United States, and a former soldier. He uses stand dirty deeds done dirt cheap,[i] which allows him to travel between
alternate dimensions when pressed between two objects. D4C can also cause distortions of spacetime although this ability appears to be a by-product of D4C's dimensional abilities. Diego Brando,[j] nicknamed God, is a steel ball run participant from the UK, and a rival of Gyro and Johnny. He used the Stand Scary Monsters, which
allowed him to transform into a Utahraptor. Later, an alternate version of Diego is summoned by Valentine. This Diego is much more like the original GOD, and also uses THE WORLD as his Stand. Both versions of Diego retain an identical look. Hot Pants is a steel ball run participant from the United States, and a former nun. Use stand
cream starter,[n] which takes the form of a spray bottle that can turn meat into a foam-like substance and spray it to melt meat with people's bodies. Wekapipo is a former Neapolitan royal guard who is hired and collaborates with stand user Magent Magent to protect Valentine. Use spin, brandishing a steel ball called wrecking ball, which
can release smaller, blinding balls if the main ball is locked or leaking. Steven Steel is the promoter of steel ball run and is lucy steel's middle-aged husband. Production The series was written and illustrated by Hirohiko Araki. Steel Ball Run was written and illustrated by Hirohiko Araki,[1] and was originally serialized in Shueisha's Weekly
Shōnen Jump magazine from January 19 to October 16, 2004. [2] On March 19, 2005, it was transferred to Shueisha's monthly seinen Ultra Jump magazine, and went into effect until April 19, 2011. [7] Araki found that the new monthly program with longer chapters suited him better, as he was not so limited in what he could draw and no
longer had to write stories with momentum that were building excitement for the next week's chapter, and had more flexibility to draw at his own pace. [5] Araki described the theme of the manga as seeking satisfaction. As with other parts of JoJo's Bizarre Adventure, Araki also used an assertion that humanity is wonderful as a theme,
which he explained as a description of humanity's ability to grow and overcome difficulties through its own strength and spirit, portrayed through people who manage to through their actions, without relying on machines or the. [5] As the series follows a race through America, Araki had to split his research three trips: one from the west
coast to the deserts, one from the Great Plains to the Mississippi River and Chicago, and one to New York. He said it would be impossible to get a grand-scale deal without going there personally, describing the Midwest scenario as endless and immutable. The feeling of distance made him think that if an enemy approached, the open
landscape would mean that he could not escape due to the lack of places to hide, an experience he found useful when drawing the manga. Like other protagonists of the series, Johnny was designed to symbolize the history and setting of the part and to stand out among the previous protagonists in terms of appearance, clothing and
silhouette. It was not specifically foreseen that he had a disability at the beginning of production; rather, his disability was the result of the series' attention to the protagonists growing up overcoming difficulties, and Araki wanted to create a character who was forced to rely on people and horses during the race and had room to grow both
mentally and physically. Valentine was created as part of Araki, noting more and more that good and evil are not always easily distinguishable and are more interested in motivations for people who do bad things. He noted that Patriotism and Valentine's Day goals seemed and could align with real-world leaders, and that it is his sacrifice of



people powerless to achieve his goals that make him evil and completely unfit as a protagonist. [10] The concept of having the President of the United States fighting the main characters came from when Araki saw the movie Independence Day, and he liked the idea of a president fighting. [11] Chapters Original Volumeization No. Title
Japanese release date Japanese ISBN 1 (81)September 25, 1890: San Diego BeachIssen Happyaku Kyūjū Nen Kugatsu Nijūgonichi San Diego Bīchi (1890ゴ サ-08-873601-X 1). The Steel Ball Run: Press Conference (天⼀ー‧⼀⾒, Sutīru Bōru Ran Kisha Kaiken) 2. Gyro Zeppeli (, Jairoペ Tseperi) 3. Johnny Joestar (, Jonī Jōsutā) 4.
September 25, 1890: 3 hours to start (1890-25-3前, Issen Happyaku Kyūjū Nen Kugatsu Nijūgonichi Sutāto San Jikan Mae) 5. Stage 1: 15,000 meters (1st STAGE 15,000, Fāsuto Sutēji 15,000 Mētoru) 2 (82)1st Stage: 15,000 MetersFāsuto Sutēji 15,000 Mētoru (1st. STAGE 15,000(20 May 2004)[12]4-08-873613-3 6. The dried-up river;
Diego Brando (涸, Kareta Kawaゴ, ゴ, and Kareta Kawa; Diego Burandō) 7. Pocoloco and Sandman (サ, From Pokoroko to Sandoman) 8. Cross the Forest (雑11, Zōkibayashigoe) 9. Long, long descent (Japanese坂, Nagai Nagai Kudarizaka) 10. The Final Straight: 2000 Meters Left (, Saishū Chokusen Nokori Nisen Mētoru) 11. The Final
Straight: Meters Left (last straight line 1.000 melas, Saishū Hokusen Nokori Issen Mětoru) Steel Ball Run: How the Race Got Started (Lassa on Stees Bose Nakans, Stīu Bōru Bōru Rēsu Kaisai no Ikisatsu)[q] 3 (83)2a tappa: Arizona Desert CrossingSekondo Sutēji Arizona Sabaku Goe (2°. STAGE Across the Arizona Desert)4 novembre
2004[13]4-08-873673-7 12. 1a tappa: Squalificata dalla vittoria (1a squalifica, Fāsuto Stěji Yūshō Shikaku) 13. La richiesta dello sceriffo a Mountain Tim (Richiesta allo sceriffo Mountain Tim, Hoankan Maunten Timu e no Irai) 14. Attraverso il deserto dell'Arizona: continuando lungo la strada più breve (Prendi il percorso più breve
attraverso il deserto dell'Arizona, Arizona Sabaku Goe Saitan Rūto o Susume) 15-17. The Desert-Born Outlaws (1–3) (Rogue born in the desert, part (1)~(3), Sabaku de Umareta Narazu mono Sono 1–3) 4 (84)Missione di Gyro ZeppeliJairo Tseperi no Shukumei (Destino di Jairo Zeperi) 4 novembre 2004[14] 4-08-873689-3 18–19. The
Devil's Palm (1–2) (Devil's Palm That (1)-(2), Akuma no Tenohira Sono 1-2) 20-21. Gyro Zeppeli's Mission (1–2) (Destino di Jairo Zeperi parte (1)-(2), Jairo Tseperi no Shukumei Sono 1–2) 22-23. The Terrrorist from a Distant Land (1–2) (terroristi provenienti da paesi lontani che (1)-(2), Tōi Kuni kara Kira Terorisuto Sono 1–2) 5 (85)The
President's ConspiracyDaitōryō no Inbō (Cospirazione Presidenziale) 4 agosto 2005[15] 4-08-873845-4 24. Interludio (Interludio(Interludio), Intārūdo (Hansōkyoku)) 25–27. Tusk (1–3) (Tusk) Part (1)-(3), Tasuku Sono 1–3) 6 (86)Scary MonstersSukearī Monsutāzu (Scary Monsters) 4 novembre 2005[16]4-08-873890-X 28–30. Scary
Monsters (1–3) (Scary Monsters Part (1)~(3), Sukearī Monsutāzu Sono 1–3) 7 (87)A Little Grave on the Wide, Wide PrairieHiroi Hiroi Daisōgen no Chiisana Bohyō (Small Grave Marker on a Wide Wide Prairie) 3 marzo 2006[17] 4-08-874117-X 31. Scary Monsters (4) (Scary Monsters Part (4), Sukearī Monsutāzu Sono 4) 32. 3a tappa:
Cannon City (3° obiettivo STAGE. Cannon City, Sādo Sutaěji Gōru: Kyanon Shiti) 33. A Man's World (1) (Man's World Part (1), Otoko no Sekai Sono 1) 8 (88) To a Man's WorldOkko no Sekai e (To the Man's World) 2 maggio 2006[18] 4-08-874119-6 34–35. A Man's World (2–3) (Man's World Part (2)~(3), Otoko no Sekai Sono 2–3) 36.
The Green Tomb (1) (Green Grave Marker Part (1), Midoriiro no Bohyō Sono 1) 9 (89)A Stormy Night Is ComingArashi no Yoru ga Yatte Kru (Stormy Night Is Coming) 4 settembre 2006[19] 4-08-874147-1 37. The Green Tomb (2) (Green Grave Marker Part (2), Midoriiro no Bohyō Sono 2) 38–39. Cattura l'arcobaleno (in una notte
tempestosa ...) (1–2) (Catch the Rainbow (in una notte tempestosa...) (1)-(2), Kyatchi Za Reinbō (Arashi no Yoru ni...) Sono 1–2) 10 (90)Illinois Skyline, Michigan LakelineIrinoi Skairai rain Misigan Reikurai (Illinois Skyline Michigan Lakeline) 2 novembre 2006[20] 4-08-874285-0 40-42. Silent Way (1–3) (Silent Way Part (1)~(3), Silento Wei
Sono 1–3) 11 (91)Make the Golden Rectangle!Ōgon Chōhōkei o Tsukure! (Crea un rettangolo dorato!) 2 marzo 2007[21]978-4-08-874336-3 43–44. Silent Way (4–5) (Silent Way Part (4)-(5), Silento Wei Sono 4–5) 45. The Promised Land: Sugar (1) (Promised Land Sugar Mountain Part (1), Yukusoku no Chi Shugā Maunten Sono 1) 12
(92) Conditions for the Corporation, Conditions for FriendsTai e no Jōken Yūjō e no Jōken ( Condizioni per i corpi Condizioni per l'amicizia)2 maggio 2007[22]978-4-08-874362-2 46-47. The Promised Land: Sugar Mountain (2–3) (Promised Land Sugar Mountain Part (2)-(3), Yakusoku no Chi Shugā Maunten Sono 2–3) 48. Campane
tubolari (1) (Tubular Bells Part (1), Chūburā Beruzu Sono 1) 13 (93)Wrecking BallKowareyuku BallKowareyuku (Rompere la palla di ferro) 4 settembre 2007[23]978-4-08-874420-9 49–50. Tubular Bells (2–3) (Tubular Bells, part (2)-(3), Chūburā Beruzu Sono 2–3) 51. Wrecking Ball (1) (Breaking Iron Ball Wrecking Ball Part (1),
Kowareyuku Tekkyū Rekkingu Bōru Sono 1) 14 (94)The Victor's RightsShōrisha e no Shikaku (Qualification to Win) 4 dicembre, 24.978-08-874438-4 52-54. Wrecking Ball (2–4) (Breaking Iron Ball Wrecking Ball Part (2)-(4), Kowareyuku Tekkyū Rekkingu Bōru Sono 2–4) 55. The Victor's Rights (Qualification to Win, Shōristha e no
Shikaku) 15 (95)A Dream of GettysburgGetisubāgu no Yume (Gettysburg Dream) 2 maggio 2008[25]978-4-08-874518-3 56–58. Civil War (1–3) (Civil War Part (1)-(3), Shibiru Wō Sono 1–3) 59. A Dream of Gettysburg (Gettysburg Dream, Getisubāgu no Yume) 16 (96)Dirty Deeds Done Dirt CheapItomo Tayasuku Okunawareru Egutsunai
Kōi (un atto molto facile) 4 settembre 2008 978-4-08-874574-9 60–61. Both Sides Now (1–2) (Bose Side Now Part (1)-(2), Bōsu Saydo Nau Sono 1–2) 62. Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap (un atto molto facile, Itomo Tayasuku Okunawareru Egutsunai Kōi) 63. Seven Days in a Week (7 giorni e una settimana, Nanoka de Ishūkan)[q] 17 (97)
D4CDī Fō Shī (D4C (Di for Sea)) 4 marzo 2009[27] 978-4-08-874648-7 64-65. Chocolate Disco (1–2) (Chocolate Disco Part (1)-(2), Chokorěto Disko Sono 1–2) 66–68. D4C (1–3) (D4C (Di for Sea) Parte (1)~(3), Dī Fō Shī Sono 1–3) 18 (98)Biglietto per RideChiketto Tu Raido (Ticket to Ride) 3 luglio, 2809 978-4-08-874725-5 69-70. D4C
(4–5) (D4C (Di for Sea) Part (4)-(5), Dī Fō Shī Sono 4–5) 71–72. Ticket to Ride (1–2) (Ticket to Ride) Parte 1-(2), Chiketto Tu Raido 1–2) 19 (99)Non abituarti ad avere MoneyOkeane Mochi ni wa Naresai (Can't Get Rich) 4 novembre, 29.978-08-874769-9 73 - 76. D4C (6–9) (D4C (Di for Sea) Part (6)~(9), Dī Fō Shī Sono 6–9) 20
(100)Love Train – The World Is OneRabu Torein – Sekai wa Hitotsu (Love Train - The World Is One) 9 marzo, 2010[30] 978-4-08-870060-1 77. D4C (10) (D4C(Di for Sea) Part (10), Dī Fō Shī Sono 10) 78–80. D4C (11–13): Love Train (D4C(Di for Sea) Part (11)~(13) -Love Train-, Dī Fō Shī Sono 11–13 -Rabu Torein-) 21 (101)Ball
BreakerBōru Bureikā (Ball Breaker) 2 luglio 2010[31]978-4-08-870099-1 81–82. D4C (14–15): Love Train (D4C(Di for Sea) Part (14)-(15) -LoveTrain-, Dī Fō Shī Sono 14–15 -Rabu Torein-) 83–84. Ball Breaker (1–2) (Ball Breaker Part (1)~(2), Bōru Bureikā Sono 1–2) 22 (102)Break My Heart, Break Your HeartBureic Mai Hāto Bureiku Yua
Hāto (Blake My Heart Break Your Heart) 4 novembre 2010 978-4-08-870160-8 85–87. Ball Breaker (3–5) (Ball Breaker Part (3)-(5), Bōru Bureikā Sono 3–5) 88. Break My Heart, Break Your Heart (1) (Blake My Heart Break Your Heart Part (1), Bureiku Mai Hāto Burejku Yua Hāto Sono 1) 23 (103)High VoltageHai Vorutěěji (Alta Tensione)
19 maggio 2011[33]978-4-08-870206-3 89. Break My Heart, Break Your Heart (2) (Blake My Heart Break Your Heart Part (2), Bureic Mai Hāto Bureiku Yua Hāto Soni 2) 90–91. Alta tensione (1–2) (Parte ad alta (1)-(2), Hai Vorutěji Sono 1–2) 24 (104)The Stars and Stripes ForeverSeijōki yo Eien Nare (Stars and Stripes, Forever) June 3,
2011[34]978-4-08-870253-7 92–93. High voltage (3–4) (High voltage part (3)-(4), Hai Vorutěji Sono 3–4) 94. World of the Stars and Stripes ( Seijōki no Sekai) Sekai) The World of the Stars and Stripes: Outro (Japanese: -OUTRO, Seijōki no Sekai-Autoro) 2017 version No. Japanese ISBN Release Date February 1, 17, 2017[35]978-4-08-
619657-4 February 2, 17, 2017[36]978-4-08-619658-1 3 March 17, 2017[37]978-4-08-619659-8 4 March 17, 2017[38]978-4-08-619660-4 5 April 18, 2017[39]978-4-08-619661-1 6 April 18, 2017[40]978-4-08-619662-8 7 May 18, 2017[41]978-4-08-619663-5 8 June 16, 2017[42]978-4-08-619664-2 9 July 18, 2017[43]978-4-08-619665-9 10
August 18 , 2017[44]978-4-08-619666-6 11 September 15, 2017[45]978-4-08-619667-3 12 October 18, 2017[46]978-4-08-619668-0 13 November 17 November 2017[47]978-4-08-619669-7 14 December 15, 2017[48]978-4-08-619670-3 15 January 18 January 2018[49]978-4-08 -619671-0 16 January 18 January 2018[50]978-4-08-
619672-7 Reception Kono Manga ga Sugoi! he recommended Steel Ball Run as a good starting point for people who haven't read the previous parts, because of how it serves as a reboot of JoJo's Bizarre Adventure series, and appreciated how his move to seinen ultra jump magazine allowed Araki to write longer stories and represent
things that would be hard to do in a shōnen magazine. [4] Manga-News' Erkael called the manga one of the best in the series and said it does not disappoint the reader at any time. Anime News Network called Steel Ball Run an interesting interpretation of the battle manga genre because of its positive portrayal of a hero with disabilities,
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